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^ 
BSTRACT: This essay examines I.R.R. Tolkien's concept of "sub-creationl'
A meaning both *yth creation and the power to create artificial storyworlds,
^T \and how it predates contemporary narratology. Th* two approaches to
narrative share similar thought processes. This essayexamines how Tolkien's theory
of fantasy was built on the same foundation as narratology and even helped create
certain narrative dynamics before contemporary narratology defined the terms.
Using elements of narrative dynamics and Tolkiens insights on art and imagina-
tion, as well as the creation of artificial worlds, I develop a set of criteria for story-
world narrative to showcase Tolkien's techniques:
1) Space and temporality within the storyworld can be mapped.
2) The storyworld's construction has a witness (nested frames and an im-
plied author).
3) The textual and textual reference world of the implied storyworld draws
references from, or allows readers to interact with, the actual world.
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"The orcs, Ents, and Elves are not like our world, 'but the feel of it, the
sense of a huge past, of lowering danger, of heroic tasks achieved by the
most apparently unheroic people, of distance, vastness, strangeness, home-
liness (all blended together) is exactly what living feels like to mel"
--C.S. Lewis, discussingThe Lord of the Rings in Sammons 156
Narratives can tell us who we are, from where we have come, where we
are going, and what we believe. We study narratives because "virtually all of our
everyday knowledge, from arithmetic skills to the fact that a whale is a mammal, is
stored in narrative forms" (Hastie and Dawes 120). This study is called narratology,
but some narrative forms gain more attention than others. Fantasy, or, "... a world
that contains elements that are not part of our own worldj' for instance, has lent
itself to this neglect (Sammons 117). There is sentimentality in fantasf a genre
littered with hyperbolic emotions and sensationalistic events, which can under-
mine its potential. This is because fantasy, as British literary scholar, novelist, and
philologist f.R.R. Tolkien wrote in his essay "On Fairy Stories," has been pushed
into the nursery for so many years that the genre has become melodramatic ( 15). In
retrospect, howevet realistic fantasy is based on a Tolkien concept called sub-cre-
ation. Sub-creation is realistic fantasy that is supposed to be mankind's mimicking
of God's creation through the storytelling process. It is also called mythopoeia, or
myth creation, and is the power of the imagination to create artificial worlds. Sub
-creation predates the contemporary view of narratology, but the two sets of ideas
share similar thought processes. Fantasy, at its best, articulates narrative forms bet-
ter than some other genres, and, in some regards, builds on the foundation of nar-
ratology. Tolkien was using narrative dynamics before contemporary narratology
defined the terms.
In much of contemporary media, authors create worlds in videogzunes,
movies, and novels that implement the sub-creative process developed by Tolkien.
It is important to understand how the construction of these worlds takes place,
and how narrative dynamics are used in this construction. More importantly, it is
imperative Tolkien be given credit for his unintentional advancement of Vladimir
Propp and Tzvetan Todorov's original work on narratology. Propp-a narratology
theorist on fairy stories-and Tolkien both expressed a need to understand stories,
as they believed that telling the stories of fairy tales and religious texts alike could
correlate to our genesis as a species (Propp 76). Tolkien's view is that our imagina-
tion is one of our greatest assets and allows us to create pure art. For Tolkien, our
need as a species to create derives from being made in the image of God and our
need to replicate the creation process. Our creation of fantasy then is a melting pot
of images from our world and invented images that we form to fabricate artificial
worlds in our likeness. As Martha C. Sammons has observed in War of the Fantasy
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Worlds (2009), Tolkien believed sub-creation "arranges the images into a form and
gives them an 'inner consistency of realityi If the writer has achieved this consis-
tency then all the details of the secondary world are either derived from reality or
flow into it" (41). In essence, the process of sub-creation is about world building.
Narratology, on the other hand, is the study of narrative structures. Sub-creation
cannot be achieved without a narrative structure that allows for a sense of profound
realism or a suspension of disbelief (verisimilitude). Studying the process of sub
-creation therefore furthers the study of narratology.
By using the textual continent of Middle-earth, in the world of Arda (a
portrayal of planet Earth), from The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and The Sil-
marillion, as well as the philosophy of Tolkien's views on art and imagination, this
paper studies the sub-creative process. Tolkien theorized the creation of realistic/
believable fantasy and anticipated many of the insights of modern narratology. I
have developed a list of three narratological criteria, based on techniques Tolkien
uses in his work, which are also used in the contemporary narratological field:
1) Space and temporality within the storyworld can be mapped.
2) The storyworld's construction has a witness (nested frames and an implied au-
thor).
3) The textual and textual reference world of the implied storyworld draws refer-
ence from, or allows readers to interact with, the actual world.
These criteria match the narrative dynamics used in Tolkien's worh as well as
the contemporary work of narratologists investigating storyworld construction.
Through these three criteria, I believe it is possible to show how Tolkien uses a nar-
ratological approach in his creation of a realistic fantasy storyworld.
Spatialization: Mapping of Space and Temporality
The sub-creative process implements space and time. The best way to ex-
press this within in any medium is to use a map. Sammons explores this in her
book, pointing out that "Tolkien writes that he wisely began The Lord of the Rings
with a map and fitted the story to it. The maps were essential, he felt, to the books'
readers. These maps both aid consistency and help integrate the plot with the ge-
ography" (I22). By creating maps, Tolkien effectively gave location to his artificial
world. Every book has specifi.c maps, such as the Lonely Mountain in The Hobbit,
or Arnor, the northern country of Middle-earth in The Lord of the Rings.In The
Silmarillion,there are maps of Valinor, the undying lands, and even depictions of
Beleriand, Middle-earth before the cataclysm of the Valar. While these names may
not legitimize the time put into Lord of the Rings, they do create a sense of reality.
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Simply put, if there is a map, then the place must be real. But in a broader sense, the
ability to locate time and space within a narrative world allows a reader to locate the
characters inside that world and intensifies their willingness to suspend disbelief, to
enter into the storyworld. According to Tolkien, every one of the 600,000 words he
wrote was chosen specifically (Sammons 121). More than any other narrative tech-
nique present in the compilation of material on Middle-earth, the world of Arda
can be mapped through both the time and space of the textual and textual reference
world.
In order to better understand narrative mapping, imagine for a moment
that the fourth dimension of time and space could be implemented inside a fic-
tional world. This is what Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin has called a
chronotope-the way time and space are described by language, and, in particular,
how literature represents them (Bahktin 15). Imagine that the time weave, or time
and space, is implicit inside a storyworld for all characters and locations. If this is
true, then a consistent storyworld should be able to be mapped. As Rick Van Noy
states,
A place is much more than a point on a piece of paper or on the planet. It
is anchored to a specific location by a set of map coordinates, but it is also
the landscape and story that is found there... Words give space a different
form and shape than maps, making a deey' space in the mind, evoking the
'sense of place in ways the surveyor's maps never can... 'Place' is a verb as
much as a noun (4).
The better the reader can envision these percepts, the more easily that reader can
imaginatively occupy temporal space inside a storyworld-transporting himself or
herself into the narrative text.
Susan Sanford Friedman, a narratologist, has another interesting way to
explain the spatialization phenomena. She draws from Bakhtin who stated, "Even
in the segmentation of a modern literarywork, we sense the chronotope of the rep-
resented world as well as the chronotope of the readers and creators of the work...
[B]efore us are two events: the event that is narrated in the work and the event of
narration itself (we ourselves participate in the latter, as listeners or reader); these
events take place in different times... and in different places" (Friedman 219). Es-
sentially, the reader and the author stand on the outside of an imaginary globe and
look into an artificial world. Depending on their captivation, or how they interpret
the narrative within themselves, they are moved into lower or higher levels of un-
derstanding and transportation-they get inside the story or are turned away from
it.
ln The Lord of the Rings, the relationship between levels of understanding
and the chronotope is slightly awlouard. Spatialization moves swiftly across a hor-
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izontal axis of narration. The story progresses forward quickly on a journey, but
throughout the tale the narration is interrupted by other characters narrating their
own stories. This is the way the plot forms. E.M. Forster, in his work on story and
plot, ascribes this methodology to the combination of memory and intelligence,
where the reader must piece together the entiretf of events (72).It is through this
process that the vertical axis of spatialization becomes imperative to The Lord of
the Rings. The spatialization within the confines of temporality and space gives The
Lord of the Rings a feeling of an intentional history. Paul Ricoeur explains the im-
portance of history as a medium to represent time in narration: 'At a deeper level,
time is more properly'historicalitF"' (36).
It is important to understand that Tolkien himself considered his works
to be more historical than allegorical because he believed that the story took on a
life of its own through the historicity of Middle-earth (Sammons 7). All facets of
the storyworld including brief mentions of plants, histories, songs, poems, names,
locations, geographies, magic, surnames, and weapons are constantly mapped with
both the reader and the storyworld in mind. For example, there is a brief mention
of a plant called Athela on page 198 of The Fellowship of the Rirg that Aragorn uses
to treat Frodo's Morgul blade wound. In the space time of the story almost a year
passes, but in text 700 pages pass before Athela is mentioned again inThe Return of
the Kng. After this amount of time, it becomes Kingsroot and Aragorn must use it
in order to prove that he is the returned kirg of Gondor. Many stories accomplish
tasks such as this, butLord of the Rings uses such events to create a sense of real-
ism that is not found in all fantasy stories. This technique correlates to Bahktin's
chronotope. "Time becomes, in effect, palpable and visible; the chronotope makes
narrative events concrete, makes them take on flesh, causes blood to flow in their
veins" (Bahktin 22).Ilnis exemplifies how Tolkien mapped his worlds.
Space and time create a spatialization in stories that takes them from be-
ing simple fantasy or fiction and gives them a sense of location. As the literary
critic D.A. Miller has noted, "By delineating aesthetic space as an'unreal' space (an
'imaginary garden with real toads in it'), the frame both neutralizes direct reference
and calls attention to the concentration of meaning within this space: the absence
of immediate meaning creates an expectation of total meaning" (Miller 335). All
facets of the story and all things mentioned have a history, a place, a story, and a
meaning. By being able to map this narrative, it is possible to see how Tolkien cre-
ated a realistic storyworld audience members can occuPy. Narratology constructs
a connection between within-time-ness to historicality. In other words, Tolkien
used narrative structure to implement an entire universe/history (Ricoeur 44). It is
important that the mountains of Mordor have only two entrances from the West,
the B1ack Gates and the hidden stair of Minas Morgul, and that without a map or a
guide, it truly would have been impossible for one to simply walk into Mordor.
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Nested Frames and Implied Author
C.S. Lewis, as quoted in Sammon's War of the Fantasy Worlds,explains that
stories are like a "series of windows" into other worlds, picture frames if you will,
that allow readers to transcend themselves and become many different people; by
living different lives they become more like themselves (Sammons 190). Tolkien
believed that he was simply a recorder of what transpired in Middle-earth and did
not write the book alone. It was his lifeblood and was given to him by prayer. "Thus
he was simply recording, reporting, or discovering what was already there. Tol-
kien talked about his book as a chronology of actual events rather than fiction and
himself as a historian" (Sammons 16-17). Tolkien utilized a series of diegetic lev-
els, or distinctions about who knows what at a particular moment in time, within
the story. These, together with his narrative technique of building a story within a
story, allows readers to feel as though they are reading a primary document. Inside
the textual imaginary world there are characters who recount the events they have
experienced as implied authors. In The Lord of the Rings these implied authors are
Frodo, Bilbo, and Sam.
The implied authors, in addition to recounting the tales, are also responsi-
ble for building the overall story's nested frames. A nested frame can be envisioned
as a Russian doll-each layer fits within another layer. Pioneering narratologist Ge-
rard Genette offers a valuable explanation of nested frames (narrative levels): "...
when a figure within a narrative (first degree) begins to tell a story, the narrative
level shifts (second degree). If a character in this inner narrative then tells another
story, we have an additional level (third degree)" (Richardson, Narrative Dynamics
329). Genette suggests specific terminology for these effects: extradiegetic (first de-
gree), intradiegetic (second degree), metadiegetic (third degree), and meta-meta-
diegetic (fourth degree) (Narrative Dynamics 329).
The best way to illustrate this point is to picture a pyramid made of discrete
levels and at the top of the pyramid is Tolkien the author-the keeper of supreme
knowledge on the construction of the storyworld. This is a concept developed by
Susan Friedman. From top to bottom each step would indicate a new diegetic level
with the base harboring the least knowledgeable characters. For The Lord of the
Rings the pyramid, from top to bottom, would resemble something along these
lines:
I.R.R.Tolkien
Secondary reader and Eru-supreme God of Arda
Reader and implied authors: Frodo, Bilbo, and Sam
Secondary narrators: Gandalf, Pippin, and Merry
Vayar and the Maiyar
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Foresight of Elves, Gandalf, and Galadriel
Other characters inside the storyworld including: Frodo, Bilbo, Sam, Pippin, and
Merry (in this level they are simple actors, not narrators).
These diegetic levels help to illustrate who knows what when. Th.y also help to
build tension as well as irony. An example of this is when Gandalf speaks to the
Mouth of Sauron without knowing whether Frodo is dead or alive in The Return
of the King. In truth, not even the reader knows if Frodo has died (Tolkien, The
Lord of the Rings 890). Only the secondary reader, Eru, the implied author, and
Tolkien know if Frodo is actually alive, and this helps to create tension and a sense
of empathy.
William Nelles, another narratologist, further explains the two kinds of
narrative embedding: "'horizontal' embedding, in which the text remains at the
same diegetic level, but is recounted by different narrators, following one another;
and'vertical'embedding, in which narratives at different diegetic levels are inserted
within each other" (Nelles 343). The former embedding (horizontal) is the type
most prevalent in The Lord of the Rings. Nelles also states that there is a paradoxical
effect in embedding. It creates the illusion of "profound realism" and can also be
responsible for "undercutting that illusion' (Richardson. Narrative Dynamics 330).
The author creates a frame by embedding the story within the story (Nelles 339).
According to Mary R. Bowman,
Tolkien uses two narrative techniques. He exploits the distance between
reader and character and yet also shapes the reader's experience so it is like
the characters'. The interlaced structure of his narration separates readers
and characters. This effect is created by the gap between what the charac-
ters and the readers realize. At other times, however, readers experience
events similar to characters. As a result, Tolkien creates a secondary world
that readers get inside and take as actual history. But when he breaks the
spell and reminds us that we are not characters, he communicates with the
readers outside the secondary world. (126)
Tolkien accomplishes this through The Redbook of Westmarch, or The Lord of the
Rings and The Hobbit as written by Frodo and Bilbo within the storyworld. We dis-
cover, as readers, that Frodo and several others write The Lord of the Rings after the
adventure, and that The Hobbit is a work- in-progress by Bilbo Baggins. Bowman
explains that Tolkien, in the storyworld, is only the editor/translator of the worh
and only represents himself as the author of the prologue and the appendices of
The Lord of the Rings (Bowman 274). A second reason this device may have been
implemented occurs in The Hobbit, with its conclusion that " [Bilbo] remained very
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happy to the end of his days, and those were extraordinarily long" (The Hobbit
316). In order to overcome the paradox of the hrppy ending, Tolkien developed the
frame methodology for The Lord of the Rings. Bowman explains:
The most immediate consequence of this construction is to disown the
troublesome sentence at the end of The Hobbit and attribute it to Bilbo;
the frame device effectively places the entire book inside quotation marks.
Thus the bbstacld of The Hobbif's closure is overcome, and, more impor-
tantly, the implied author of The Hobbit (within the frame) becomes a char-
acter in its sequel, providing an opportunity for Tolkien to comment on the
earlier work through the mouth of this character. Within The Lord of the
Rings, Bilbo becomes both the author of his own story and a spokes-hobbit
for the type of narrative it embodies. (274)
Tolkien used narrative embedding in order to comment on his own work, which
just so happened to create an air of verisimilitude.
The frame offers more than simply a way to recount a tale in its entirety; it
can also be used in order to tell tales within tales within tales. This is the concept of
the gossip narrator, or a character that recaps or tells about another character to sat-
isfy curiosity (Ryan, "stacks Frames and Boundaries" 367).In The Lord of the Rings,
Gandalf the wizard disappears for hundreds of pages only to reappear and reca-
pitulate every instance that transpired previously. In this way, Tolkien tells stories
within stories. To exemplify this point, in "The Council of Elrondi'pages 239-zzt
in The Lord of the Rings, the entire chapter consists of 30 pages of characters telling
stories to one another. While there is no actual action taking place on that narrative
level, the reader travels both thousands of miles in Middle-earth on a secondary
narrative level and thousands of years temporally through the narrative level.
In narratological terms, the narrative shifts within The Lord of the Rings arc
horizontal analeptic intrametaleptic. The novel is an epistemological recounting
by different characters, so it is horizontal; it is a flashback, so it is analeptic; and it
is intrametaleptic because it moves from an outer level to an inner level in a top to
bottom manner (Nelles 350-351). What this essentially means is that Tolkien used
a frame to compel an understanding that the story itself is about story telling. Even
his characters recognize the narrative elements of their situations. Frodo and Sam
measure their adventure with the songs of old (recalled in The Silmarillion) and
Bilbo is obsessed with finishing his own book (Sammons 126). Bilbo is actually
writing his book when the Council of Elrond meetsto discuss the ring, and is ter-
ribly annoyed because he cannot finish his writing. 'As Peter Brooks might put it,
Bilbo's 'narrative desire is ultimately, inexorably, desire for the end" (SZ), and The
Lord of the Rings insists on frustrating that desire. Not long after talking with Frodo
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and Sam about what lies ahead of them, Bilbo repeats his belief that'[b]ooks ought
to have good endings' and suggests 'and they all settled down and lived together
happily ever after' as a possible ending for the longer book that the new adventures
promised to require" (Bowman274-275). As Frodo states, in Chapter 8 of The Two
Towers, "You may know, or guess, what kind of tale it is, happy-ending or sad-end-
ing, but the people in it dont know. And you dont want them td' (Tolkien, The
Lord of the RingsTl2). Bowman says, "Frodo is something of a genre theorist here,
hinting at the impact that expectations about the kind of story one is reading have
on a reader's experience" (Bowman 280). The characters almost are self-aware and
that makes them important to us; it makes them feel real.
If we suspend our disbelief according to Tolkien's wishes, when we readThe
Lord of the Rings it is as if we are reading a primary document. Tolkien gives us a
history of writers, readers, stories, and legends. Sammons notes that both Tolkien
and Lewis use stories within stories in order to remind readers that "they exist out-
side the work itself, but are part of a greater narrative" (Sammons 188). Tolkien uses
narratives to tell other narratives within his world about how to tell narratives. Ifwe
look closely at the nested frames used in Tolkien's work we see that even Tolkien's
characters philosophize about narratology.
Actual Textual, Textual Reference, and Actual/Possible Worlds
Even though modern fantasy has been pushed into the nursery, Tolkien
says he'tonsiders fairy stories one of the highest forms of art because they can cre-
ate images not found in the primary world" (Sammons 36). These elements, how-
ever, even the ones that do not seem to be a part of our world, such as magic, are all
derived from our own primary world. For example, dragons are just a combination
of birds,lizards, and fire. In the words of Erving Goffman, 'A cup can be filled from
any realm, but the handle belongs to the realm that qualifies as reality" (Frow 333).
The two key categories that define the separation of primary and secondary worlds
are Marie-Laure Ryan's conceptualization of textual worlds and Tolkien's personal
philosophy of on sub-creation.
Tolkien created a massive textual world, but in order to understand the
complexity of his sub-creative process I will draw on Marie-Laure Ryan's work.
Ryan developed a method to identify references between narrative levels of story-
worlds and the actual world. The premise is that a storyworld is contingent on the
parameter that, "I am, therefore I am real, and the world I live in is the one and only
actual world" (Ryan 385). This premise can be used by characters inside the textual
world and the readers in the actual world.
To elaborate, there are four worlds: the actual world, actual possible world,
the textual world, and the textual reference world (Ryan, "Possible Worlds" 554).
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The actual world is the world that we, as readers, live in along with the author. The
actual possible world is a world that we fabricate with our imagination and our lit-
erature. The actual textual world is a possible world constructed as literature -TheLord of the Rings and Middle-earth are actual textual worlds. The textual reference
world is the world that the textual actual world draws references from; The Silmaril-
lion, whlle being a textual actual world, is also the textual reference world of The
Lord of the Rings. To complete the circle, Peter Rabinowitz says, "no matter how
fantastic a novel's premises, no matter how unrealistic the setting, the authorial au-
dience and the narrative audience must share some beliefs about reality in order for
the situation and actions to have the consequences they do and for the plot to get
from point A to point B. That's because every fictional world, like every real world,
requires a history, sociology, biology, mathematics, aesthetics, and ethics" (Riesing
324).
Tolkien wanted people to get inside the artificial world, and he knew that
verisimilitude was based on a suspension of disbelief and realization that reality
was being shifted. Peter Rabinowitz states, "[t]he act of joining the narrative audi-
ence... is an essential step..., and many novels fail to make an impact because they
are unable to make their readers join the narrative audience" (Bowman 285). Tol-
kien balanced the textual actual world, the textual reference world, and the actual
world in order to create a sense of profound reality.
Tolkien believed that when writers arrange images into forms, they are giv-
ing an "inner consistency of reality" to the textual world. Entirely new worlds are
built out of our experience with the natural world, and he considered it a "...pure,
rare, and potent form of artl' that requires "elvish craft" to accomplish (Sammons
41). This elvish craft and the intermingling of art and imagination are sub-cre-
ations, which in turn creates believable fantasy.
Tolkien used geography, weather, mythology, and character motivations in
order to assimilate, or transport, readers into his world. "For Tolkien, a key element
of fantasy is making and glimpsing other worlds. Instead of magic, Tolkien prefers
the term enchantment-the creation of a secondary world into which both 'de-
signer' and'spectator' can enter" (Sammons 118-119). Without a shared partner-
ship with reality the realism breaks apart. To further emphasize this point, Kath-
ryn Hume states, "Not only is there a universe within a work, but also the world
surrounding both the author (World 1) and reader (World 2). The author obtains
material from World l, and if successful, changes not only the audience but their
world (World 2)" (Sammons 65). Tolkien was building a representation of an actual
world through narrative means. The sub-creative process uses narrative dynamics
in order to build a bridge from the actual world to an artificial/textual world.
Tolkien's ultimate goal was to craft a new mythology, and he used many
folklores to create his artificial world-Norse legends, Homer, Beowulf, and me-
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dieval romances along with the Finnish epic the Kalevala in order to create a my-
thology for London (Sammons 3 and 5). To elucidate, he wanted readers to escape,
recover, and consolidate their own realities in light of artificial ones. "In his essay
on Tolkien, Lewis writes that the value of myth is that it takes ordinary things and
restores to them a significance that 'the veil of familiarity' has hidden. 'The boy
does not despise real woods because he has read of enchanted woodsi writes Lewis;
The reading makes all real woods a little enchanted"' (Sammons 167). Tolkien did
not want people to shirk their duties, but he did want people to be able to escape
the ugliness of the world; to escape from, what Lewis called, "the illusions of our
ordinary life" (Sammon 169). The author creates realism by balancing the actual
world with the textual actual and textual reference world.
Through sub-creation, Tolkien made a world that "feels" real. Tolkien ac-
knowledged how important fantasy is and emphasized that "Fairy Stories depend
on the real world's sharp outlines rather than blurring thent'' (Sammons 119-120).
World building is a matter of sensory detail. As Dorothy Sayers says, "If you want
the reader not only to follow but to accept and believe a tale of marvels, you can do
it best by the accumulation of precise and even prosaic detail" (Sammons 121). As
seen in our world, maps, geography, history,literature, and invented names help us
to respond to the storyworld (Sammons 121). The storyworld has to draw from the
primary world because that is the only world we know, and is the only world we can
respond to. This is the process of sub-creation, and it is a process that uses narrative
dynamics in order to draw the reader between the boundaries of these possible
worlds.
Conclusion
Tolkien created a realistic fantasy story and, as important, an authentic
fantasyworld for his characters and readers to explore through the use of narrative
dynamics. As Bowman notes,
I submit rather that Tolkien has succeeded in having his narrative cake and
theorizing it too: he has given us a work of 'feigned historyi but he has also
invited us to reflect on the nature of the tale and our experience of reading
it in much the way that narrative and reader-response theories do. |ust as
Curry sees the value of The Lord of the Rings as not simply old-fashioned
but responding to contemporary needs, I see the form as at once old-fash-
ioned (a heroic quest romance in which good defeats evil) and contempo-
rary (self-referential, self-critical). The Lord of the Rings encourages readers
both to embrace the power of story and to think critically about the nature
of that power and how it operates. (2S9)
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The world of sub-creative fantasy literature can have multi-interpretational view-
points that become realistic to the point of acquiring their own lives, and Tolkien
discovered how to accomplish this masterfully.
By using I.R.R. Tolkien's Middle-earth, I have established criteria for how
Tolkien's storyworld's representation of reality uses narrative dynamics. By relying
primarily on elements of narratologf, Tolkien's insights on the creation of artifi-
cial worlds, and the aforementioned three criteria, I have evaluated Tolkien's Mid-
dle-earth in an effort to address how Tolkien's conceptual vocabulary of sub-cre-
ation correlates to the later developed literary subdiscipline known as narratology.
Tolkien's efforts to create a textual world and textual reference world so elaborate
that it becomes possible, in some regards, to consider as an actual world, also fur-
thered narratology. Through the following three criteria I believe it is evident how
Tolkien embodied narratological techniques before they were developed:
1) Space and temporality within the storFworld can be mapped.
2) The storyworld's construction has a witness (nested frames and an im-
plied author).
3) The textual and textual reference world of the implied storyworld draws
reference from, or allows readers to interact with, the actual world.
As Tolkien would say, it takes the 'traft of the elvesi' as well as "sub-cre-
ationl' to make really believable fantasy. I believe it also takes a willingness to sus-
pend disbelief inherent to human nature, and that we can learn a lot from fantasy
not only about ourselves but also about stories in general. In the words of |.R.R.
Tolkien, "The history of fairy-stories is probably more complex than the physi-
cal history of the human race, and as complex as the history of human language.
All three things: independent invention, inheritance, and diffusion, have evidently
played their part in producing the intricate web of Story. It is now beyond all skill
but that of the elves to unravel it" (Tolkien, "On Fairy Stories" 8). Maybe that is be-
cause they have the ability to understand that narratives and our imaginations are
intertwined. That, as C.S. Lewis would say, "fantasy is a lie breathed through silver"
(Tolkien, "On Fairy Stories" 23). Tolkien was ridiculed by his contemporaries for
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